L100  Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining
Davis, Charles

E – textbook version - ( BL 8133, CO 30182, EA 28257, IN 21159, KO 29085, NW 15962 SB 19086, SE 16831 ) ( BL 8134, CO 30215, EA 28258, IN 23195, KO 29197, NW 15963 SB 19368, SE 17231 )

L101 American Labor History
( BL 2697, CO 30172, EA 27895, IN 21160, KO, NW 15670 SB 20046, SE 34454 )

Conwell, Wayne


Varga
Dray, Phillip. *There is Power in a Union: The Epic Story of Labor in America*  


Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books  
*ISBN:* Hardback 978-0-7391-9333-4  
Electronic 978-0-7391-9334-1


Mulder, Cathy
ISBN-10: 1583671900  
**L201 Labor Law** (BL 2698, CO 30217, EA 27896, IN 21161, KO 29086, NW 15638 SB 18622, SE 17232) (BL 6296, CO 30756, EA 28035, IN 22750, KO 29787, NW 15730 SB x, SE 16832)

*Mello, Bill*

---

**L203 Labor and the Political System** (BL 6329, CO 30218, EA 28036, IN 22751, KO 29198, NW 15731 SB 19087, SE 17233)

*Mello, Bill*


---

**L205 Contemporary Labor Problems** (BL 10182, CO 30183, EA 27997, IN 26523, KO 29220, NW 15752 SB 19034, SE 18208)

*Mello, Bill*


---

**L210 Workplace Discrimination/Fair Employment** - (BL 4168, CO 30174, EA 27947, IN 21162, KO 29154, NW 15723 SB 19025, SE 17200)

*Mello, William*

No textbook required, all material is posted electronically on the course site.
**L230 Labor and Economy**  
(DL 13559, CO 30175, EA 27897, IN 27443, KO 29087, NW 15623 SB 20048, SE 18202)
Duggan, Lynn

Real World Labor
Edited by Alejandro Reuss and Chris Sturr, Dollars and Sense, 3rd Edition, June 2016, 250 pages, ISBN: 978-1-939402-25-7 Publisher’s Price: $34.95. [Here is a link to the publisher](#), which may be the only way to get the right edition.


**L231 - Globalization and Labor** - (BL, CO 30420, EA 28272, IN, KO, NW 16036 SB 20057, SE 34684)
Walker, Marquita


**L290/390 Topics in Labor Studies: Latinos, Labor and Migration in the United States**
(BL 11020, CO 30521, EA 28567, IN 25745, KO 29627, NW 16267 SB 19459, SE 17610)  
(BL 11021, CO 30525, EA 28569, IN 25747, KO 29628, NW 16271 SB 19460, SE 17611)

Casey, Gerrie

**L314 Ethical Dilemmas in the Workplace** - (BL 7053, CO 30237, EA 28108, IN 23211, KO 29233, NW 15823 SB 19225, SE 34687)  
(BL 8062, CO 30285, EA 28229, IN 24282, KO X, NW 16038 SB 19641, SE 34688)
Walker, Marquita


L315 – The Organization of Work  ( BL 5672, CO 30176, EA 27898, IN 21163, KO 29088, NW 15702 SB 19090, SE 17056 )  ( BL 8063, CO 30286, EA 28083, IN 26521, KO 29788, NW 15764 SB 19128, SE 17270 )

Koso, Gregor
NO TEXTBOOKS REQUIRED – Course materials will be available online.

L331- Global Problems, Local Solutions  ( BL , CO 30320, EA 28270, IN , KO , NW 15977 SB 32373, SE 34689 )
Varga, Joseph


L385 Class, Race, Gender, & Work

( BL 6298, CO 30227, EA 28084, IN 25744, KO X, NW 15766 SB 18624, SE 34693 )

Takahashi, Beverly


Teresa Amott and Julie Matthaie, Race, Gender, and Work: A Multicultural History of Women in the United States, South End Press, 1996

L385 Class, Race, Gender, & Work
Lynn Duggan
( BL 2699, CO 30757, EA 27899, IN 21164, KO 29090, NW 15451 SB 32375, SE 34691 )
( BL 6297, CO 30226, EA 28039, IN 22896, KO 29789, NW 15765 SB 32376, SE 34692 )


L390/490 Class and Power in Politics –

Conwell, Wayne


Fall 2018 (4188) Book List
ONLINE COMPRESSED COURSES

L100C Survey of Unions and Collective Bargaining -

Davis, Chuck

E – (BL 8135, CO 30233, EA 28259, IN 26522, KO 29785, NW 15964 SB 20058, SE 17329)
( BL 12361, CO 30234, EA 28260, IN 27446, KO 29786, NW 15965 SB 32377, SE x )
Hawking, C.J.


Varga, Joseph


Staff – TBD

L104C Labor History  (BL 6295, CO 30236, EA 28110, IN 32806, KO 29234, NW 15825 SB 32379, SE 34616 )

McKerley, John

L110C Introduction to Labor Studies: Labor and Society

( BL 5148, CO 30249, EA 28042, IN 27594, KO 29201, NW 15826 SB 19319, SE 17199 )
( BL 12554, CO 30284, EA 28112, IN 32809, KO 29221, NW 15827 SB 32380, SE 18207 )

Gerrie Casey

PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS THE *NEW* UPDATED EDITION OF THE BOOK, published in November 2011. It is important for students to purchase the *new* edition of the book.

L205C Contemporary Labor Problems  ( BL 13553, CO 30321, EA 28095, IN 32909, KO , NW 15828 SB 19088, SE 34620 )

Mello, Bill

Publisher’s Price: $16.95 (paperback)

ISBN: 9780801487279
Publisher’s Price: no publisher price
**L205C  Contemporary Labor Problems**  (BL 32141, CO 30219, EA 28271, IN 27595, KO X, NW 15829 SB 20059, SE 34622)

Takahashi, Beverly


ISBN: 1-56584-659-1

**L290C  Topics in LS: Preventing Sexual Harassment**  (BL 10077, CO 30517, EA 27998, IN 25041, KO 29465, NW 16127 SB 19026, SE 17899)

Sovereign, Rae

Reading Materials Posted Online

**L290C  Family Medical Leave Act  Online Compressed Online**  (BL 10075, CO 30515, EA 28038, IN 25039, KO 29463, NW 16126 SB 19089, SE 17234)

Sovereign, Rae


**L290C  Preventing Workplace Violence**  (BL 10076, CO 30516, EA 28037, IN 25040, KO 29464, NW 16128 SB 18983, SE 17698)

Sovereign, Rae

No Textbook Required – Reading material posted online
L290C – The Bully in the Workplace – (BL 10078, CO 30514, EA 28460, IN 25042, KO 29466, NW 16125 SB 19555, SE 34677)
Sovereign, Rae
HR5549.5.E43 N348 2000

L290C American Dream in the Age of Decline
( BL 11024, CO 30522, EA 28568, IN 25746, KO 29631, NW 16269 SB 19461, SE 17697 )
Hill, Patrick
Handouts provided online

L290/390C Strike: Labor Revolt in America
L290 ( BL 10079, CO 30518, EA 28461, IN 25043, KO X, NW 16366 SB 32381, SE 34676 )

L 390 ( BL 10082, CO 30523, EA 28297, IN 25044, KO X, NW 16130 SB 19389, SE 34683)
Yaudes, Cynthia
Reading Materials Posted Online

L290/390C Framed: Labor and the Media
L290 ( BL 10080, CO 30519, EA 28462, IN 25046, KO X, NW 16037 SB 32382, SE 34674 )

L390 ( BL 10081, CO 30524, EA 28463, IN 25045, KO X, NW 16131 SB 19462, SE 34682 )
Yaudes, Cynthia
Reading Materials Posted Online
L290C  Protecting Workers Rights in Global Supply Chain
( BL 14904, CO 30753, EA 28969, IN 27573, KO 29648, NW 16129 SB 20053, SE 18203 )
WALKER
No Textbooks needed

L290C -  Work like a girl: Women’s evolving workplace role
( BL 12359, CO 30664, EA 28566, IN 26005, KO 29633, NW 16385 SB 20068, SE 18321 )

Walker, Marquita
*Under the Bus: How Working Women Are Being Run Over* by Caroline Fredrickson,

L380C  Theories of the Labor Movement

*Davis, Chuck*
( BL 12743, CO 30177, EA 27949, IN 26719, KO 29089, NW 15450 SB 20052, SE 18204 )


Publisher’s Price: $22.95 (paperback)

L 390C  Topics in Labor Studies: Staffing as a Safety Issue
( BL 6038, CO 30421, EA 28040, IN 22438, KO 29626, NW 15706 SB 19226, SE 17202 )
Zanoni, Joseph
No textbook needed